Abstract-Motivation: To survive and succeed, FLOSS projects need contributors able to accomplish critical project tasks. However, such tasks require extensive project experience of long term contributors (LTCs). Aim: We measure, understand, and predict how the newcomers' involvement and environment in the issue tracking system (ITS) affect their odds of becoming an LTC. Method: ITS data of Mozilla and Gnome, literature, interviews, and online documents were used to design measures of involvement and environment. A logistic regression model was used to explain and predict contributor's odds of becoming an LTC. We also reproduced the results on new data provided by Mozilla. Results: We constructed nine measures of involvement and environment based on events recorded in an ITS. Macro-climate is the overall project environment while micro-climate is person-specific and varies among the participants. Newcomers who are able to get at least one issue reported in the first month to be fixed, doubled their odds of becoming an LTC. The macro-climate with high project popularity and the micro-climate with low attention from peers reduced the odds. The precision of LTC prediction was 38 times higher than for a random predictor. We were able to reproduce the results with new Mozilla data without losing the significance or predictive power of the previously published model. We encountered unexpected changes in some attributes and suggest ways to make analysis of ITS data more reproducible. Conclusions: The findings suggest the importance of initial behaviors and experiences of new participants and outline empirically-based approaches to help the communities with the recruitment of contributors for long-term participation and to help the participants contribute more effectively. To facilitate the reproduction of the study and of the proposed measures in other contexts, we provide the data we retrieved and the scripts we wrote at https://www.passion-lab. org/projects/developerfluency.html.
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INTRODUCTION
T O function, Free-Libre and/or open source software (FLOSS) projects need ongoing contributions from new and existing participants [1] , [2] . Contributions often involve tasks unrelated to writing code. For example, Lakhani and von Hippel investigated help-provisioning on Usenet in Apache [3] . Similar to Usenet, an issue tracking system (ITS) is necessary to collect user feedback in FLOSS (and other) projects. Unlike Usenet, ITS is used for most project tasks, e.g., reporting, triaging, and fixing bugs (issues) [4] , [5] , [6] , capturing and tracing requirements and modifications to code [7] , [8] . ITS contributors participate in these tasks to help resolve issues [9] , [10] , [11] . Despite being more than an order of magnitude more populous, 1 the ITS contributors have been rarely studied.
To fill this gap and to understand this large group of participants we study contributors to issue resolution. We define a contributor to be any participant in the ITS, not just the source code contributor-a group that has been extensively studied in the past. A contribution is any task involving the use of the ITS. 2 The start of participation in a FLOSS project is fraught with difficulties [2] , [12] , as the new contributors may not be familiar with project's practices and norms and the existing participants 3 have to rely on the scant information in a bug report or a comment made by the newcomer to judge the competence and reliability of the new contributor. In contrast, the experienced contributors have become familiar with project practices and norms and have worked (and established rapport) with other participants. Developers with multi-year participation in a project have been found to accomplish more and more important tasks, to provide greater value to the community than others, and are critical to the long-term viability of the community [13] , [14] . We believe that by contributing for a long time to ITS, nondeveloper participants also gain experience and become more valuable.
We, therefore, want to understand what affects the chances that a new contributor would stay with the project and what the existing project community or new contributors could do to achieve that. Specifically, we would like to address a practical question: can the initial activities reveal who would stay with a project for a long time?
We refer to such committed long term ITS contributors as LTCs. More specifically, we define LTC to be a contributor who stays with the project for at least three years (from their first activity recorded in the ITS) and who has productivity (measured via issues modified per year) exceeding 10th percentile among the participants with a tenure exceeding three years. We added the second condition to exclude contributors who may stay with the project for a long time but contribute little.
The ability to predict LTCs and the measures that affect the odds of becoming an LTC may help the community to focus its limited resources. For example, the number of new participants may exceed the community's newcomer mentoring capacity [10] . By revealing the most likely future LTCs, the prediction would help focus mentoring on these promising candidates. The relationships revealed by the prediction model may also help determine ways to improve the initial experiences of new contributors and may reveal an explicit path to train and retain new participants until they become capable of solving complicated tasks effectively and accurately. We use the ITS data to model the initial behavior of a new participant: we construct the predictors of long term participation and model the relationship between the predictors and the probability of becoming an LTC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We visit related work in Section 2 and describe the data-driven process employed by this study in Section 3. We borrow the existing theories to construct predictors of long term participation derived from ITS data in Section 4. Based on the predictors, we model and predict the probability of a new participant becoming an LTC, and reproduce the model in Section 5. We conduct a survey to validate the data and the results in Section 6. We discuss the limitations in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
The existing literature provides a number of theories and measures that may lead individuals to engage in FLOSS projects, e.g., [10] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . We could classify the relevant predictors into two groups: motivation-related concepts and environmental variables, with more details provided in Section 4.1. Most of these measures are derived from interviews, surveys, online project documents, and online discussion groups. A few of the concepts were quantified through archival software development data (e.g., version control data, as in [19] , [24] , [25] ) and even fewer via ITS data. The most relevant measures derived from the ITS were the number of completed issues measuring team effort [22] and productivity [24] , the number of defects fixed measuring individual performance [25] , and the relative sociality (RS) [10] . Furthermore, even for these ITS-derived measures non-developer contributors have been rarely studied despite the fact that non-developer contributors do accomplish many tasks in FLOSS projects [6] .
A number of publications tackle a related phenomena of sustainability, e.g., how a sustainable group evolves [26] , how online community should encourage commitment [27] , how the successful OSS participants progressively enroll a network of human and material allies to support their efforts [28] , and how the congruence of values between the individual and their organization affects turnover [29] . Unlike in prior work, we model how the initial behavior and experiences of a new contributor are related to the chances that they would stay for a long term with a project.
Though our research focus and method differ from the existing literature, we use some of the literature to structure and interpret the predictors of long-term participation created from the ITS data as described in Section 4.
METHODOLOGY
The ITS records the history of how people initiate and complete various tasks in software projects. Such detailed data may contain traces of behavior that indicate if a new participant will continue to contribute for a long time. We, therefore, use ITS data to investigate participants' initial behavior in two FLOSS projects-Mozilla and Gnome. While we perform a more in-depth analysis on Mozilla, we use Gnome to ensure that the findings on Mozilla are applicable more generally.
We start from introducing the projects and their issue workflow in Section 3.1, and present our data-driven analysis method in Section 3.2.
Context
Mozilla and Gnome
Mozilla and Gnome implement user interface functionality, and have more than 10 years of history, as shown in Table 1 . Both contain a number of sub-projects, with major sub-projects presented in the table. Evolution is the largest Gnome project, and Firefox is the largest Mozilla project. Note that both ecosystems implement basic desktop tools such as a browser and an email client.
Issue Workflow
In FLOSS projects the issue tracking systems not only track tasks for developers and testers, but also track issues raised by end users and by the down-stream projects, e.g., Ubuntu. Both Mozilla and Gnome use Bugzilla ITS to track issues. FLOSS projects often define a protocol to follow when tracking issues. In particular, Gnome defines the standard steps on its website 4 (Mozilla's issue process is similar 5 ). According to it, an issue (for brevity we interchangeably refer to issue as Modification Request (MR), a term borrowed from industry) is reported (born) in an UNCON-FIRMED state. The issue may be confirmed by setting its state to NEW or, it may be immediately resolved with the state set to RESOLVED. To indicate that additional information from the issue reporter is needed to proceed further in fixing this issue, the state is set to NEEDINFO. When the issue is assigned to a developer, the state is set to ASSIGNED. Each "RESOLVED" issue has a resolution, e.g., FIXED, DUPLICATE, INCOMPLETE. As the name suggests, FIXED means the bug is fixed, DUPLICATE means the reported bug is a duplicate of some other bug, and INCOMPLETE means the reported information is not sufficient to reproduce the bug.
Apart from the state changes, there are other activities recorded by the ITS. For example, a participant might comment on an MR for any reason at any time, modify an attribute, such as Severity or Operating System, and add an attachment of a debugging trace or a patch. At some point in MR's lifetime a quality assurance contact (QA contact) is often added to address potential later concerns. Fig. 1 summarizes the typical issue workflow. From the time somebody reported an MR until the time somebody closed it (it also may remain open at the time of the study), a sequence of events take place: MR is created, assigned, submitted, tested, and resolved. It may also be reassigned, its attributes changed, comments, debugging traces, QA contact etc. added. Each such event has an associate date, time, the type of action, and the contributor performing the action. The transition from one action to another may involve a change of actors. We define these hand-offs to be edges in the project workflow graphs.
Data-Driven Analysis
We follow the data-driven process [30] to conduct our analysis. The primary step is to obtain, clean, and validate ITS data. A variety of techniques are applied to ensure completeness and accuracy of the various attributes and measures, including the ITS data itself (issue reports) and documents describing practices of ITS use in the projects. The process also involves interviewing contributors and conducting surveys. The interviews are used to clarify unresolved questions and to confirm the findings from the ITS data. The survey is primarily used to confirm that the data cleaning and correction were successful.
More specifically, we start from discovering and retrieving ITS data in Section 3.2.1. After cleaning and processing the raw data (see Section 7.1 and data from earlier studies [6] , [10] , [31] ), we verify that the data are complete. We discuss how to identify participants, the most critical task related to data completeness in this study, in Section 3.2.2. We then use documents, literature, small interviews and surveys to interpret and validate the facts obtained from the data, including understanding ITS practices and participants' initial experiences, as described in Section 3.2.3.
Based on the above exploration, we target our research questions to construct metrics derived from the validated ITS data, and build relationships among the metrics, as described in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, the retrieval of new data (not available at the original date of model construction) provides a realistic test of how the model predictions would work in practice (Section 5.2). A survey sent to 240 contributors is used to interpret the metrics and the model in Section 6. This chain of evidence is illustrated in the chart presented in Appendix C, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. 
Retrieving Issue Tracking Data
Bugzilla is used by both Mozilla and Gnome and the issues are accessible on the web. We refer to all data stored in the Bugzilla of Mozilla or Gnome at a particular time as a Bugzilla extract. Because of the higher quality of data in Mozilla's Bugzilla, we conduct the primary modeling and prediction on Mozilla data, and use Gnome as a comparison. 6 We used six Bugzilla extracts obtained by different individuals at different times shown in Table 2 . Three of the extracts were retrieved by the authors. We obtained information for all issues in XML format 7 as well as the activity history 8 for each project in January, 2011. There are not many issues prior to 1998 in Mozilla and very few prior to 1999 in Gnome, hence we removed data before 1998 in Mozilla and before 1999 in Gnome. Overall 200,655 user ids and 620,511 MRs were in Mozilla, and 158,244 user ids and 517,801 MRs were in Gnome. We used these two extracts to do modeling as reported in Section 5.1.
To conduct a realistic validation of the prediction, we retrieved Mozilla Bugzila again in May 2012. This later extract had 214,576 user ids and 709,386 MRs. We used this extract to validate model predictions made earlier as reported in Section 5.3.1. In 2013, Mozilla's Bugzilla dump was offered by the Mozilla community, and provided us with a different type of data to reproduce the model, as reported in Section 5.3.2. Gnome 2008 and Gnome 2006 extracts were used to investigate the quality of data in Gnome 2011 extract.
Identifying Contributors in Bugzilla
Identifying contributors is extremely important in this study. If we couldn't identify participants appropriately, the very foundation of this study would be unstable. Bugzilla identifies participants via email, name, or login, but the record is not perfect and it may change over time.
This may lead to the same identification being associated with multiple individuals (multi-person ID) or to several distinct identifications for the same individual (multi-ID person). Therefore we used multiple extracts shown in Table 2 for cross comparison to evaluate different approaches (see Section 7.2). We settled on using an email as a personal ID in Mozilla, and a login as a personal ID in Gnome. 6 
Qualitative Investigation
We start from data exploration, search for and read digital records, and communicate with experts to clarify and validate intermediate findings. That helps us to obtain more accurate results by combining and triangulating information from disparate sources. In particular, we went through the following procedures:
We read the existing literature, particularly on Mozilla and Gnome, e.g., [1] , [23] , [32] , [33] , to understand the project context and practices; We inspected project websites looking for the project-related information, e.g., the standard workflow of resolving issues. We also looked at the subproject webpages, searched for relevant information, e.g., the practices used to report and resolve an issue; We randomly sampled 40 people (20 non-LTCs and 20 LTCs) from each project and read the issues they were involved in during their first month to understand their contribution practices and experiences. We targeted a small group of experts (eight LTCs sampled from each project) to ask what motivated them to report/comment on the issues in the beginning. We selected the interview subjects who had the most influence on other contributors in the project [14] , in order to get the most information from a limited number of interviewees. We obtained one reply from each project (five emails couldn't be delivered), and we followed up with additional questions about the activities of new contributors. As a final interpretation and validation step we conducted a survey on a stratified sample 9 of LTCs and nonLTCs (40 LTCs and 80 non-LTCs from each project) as described in Section 6. 9. Stratification is the process of dividing members of the population into homogeneous subgroups before sampling. When sub-populations vary considerably, it is advantageous to sample each sub-population (stratum) independently [34] .
CONSTRUCTING PARTICIPATION PREDICTORS
In this section we aim to answer the following research question:
RQ1. what are the factors that affect the chances for a new contributor to become an LTC? Enormous effort over the past decades was spent in attempts to understand factors that affect involvement and performance-aspects of behavior that we want to quantify and model. The bulk of that research concerns job performance, not activities done by predominantly volunteer group studied by us. These theories inspired some of the measures of contributor behavior recorded in ITS as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Predictors in the Literature
We classify the predictors described in the literature into motivation-related concepts and environmental variables.
The first group involves motivation-related concepts and measures. Blumberg and Pringle [15] recognized capacity, willingness, and opportunity as three interacting dimensions accounting for individual performance. Rasch and Tosi [16] used ability, effort, goal difficulty, goal specificity, and self-esteem as the performance drivers. Hertel et al. [17] used the motivation measures of participation in social movements (collective motives, social motives, reward motives) and the valence, instrumentality, self-efficacy, and trust (VIST) measures of individual motivation in teams to explain the participation in the Linux kernel. Lakhani and Wolf [18] suggested that enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation is the strongest and most pervasive driver, with user need, intellectual stimulation derived from writing code, and improving programming skills being the top motivators for project participation. Roberts et al. [19] found that developers' intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are not independent but rather are related in complex ways. Shah [13] found that a need for software-related improvements drives the initial participation, but only a small subset hobbyists remain involved. Nakakoji et al. [35] found that the willingness to get involved determines the role played by a FLOSS member in the community.
This literature reveals that ability and willingness are critical factors that drive individual engagement. Ability refers to the capabilities that enable an individual to perform a task effectively, including skills, experiences, etc. Willingness refers to the psychological and emotional characteristics that influence the degree to which an individual is inclined to perform a task, including motivation, personality, effort and attitude. However, people's activities represent a combined effect of multiple dimensions. It is, therefore, almost impossible to separate ability from willingness through measurement. Ericsson et al. [36] suggested that an individual's ability and practice are not separable, i.e., the talent is not needed to explain performance if the amount of deliberate practice is taken into account and the only way to increase the amount of deliberate practice is through willingness. We, therefore, encompass the ability and willingness into a single dimension which should determine how much an individual would get involved in a volunteer activity. The extent of involvement is a concern commonly discussed in the FLOSS projects. It is simpler to operationalize, it is a less ambiguous concept, and it represents an explicit expression of participant's willingness and ability. We, therefore, focus on quantifying the participant's extent of involvement in Section 4.2.1.
The second group of predictors involves variables representing the environment. In particular, participant's project climate affects her participation. For example, project's relative sociality was found to be related to participants' retention [10] . Participant's perception about her environment and her interactions with the community impact her outcomes. For example, the perception by the community members of community usefulness is associated with individual activities in virtual communities [20] . The perceived status of the noninitiator members of a project influences its probability of attracting developers [21] . Similarly, the extent to which an individual's values are consistent with those revealed in his or her organization/environment, was found to yield significant effects on a variety of attitudinal outcomes like job satisfaction and organizational commitment, and behavioral outcomes like job performance and turnover [29] , [37] , [38] . If developers shared the beliefs and norms of the community, they engaged more in the effort related to the community [22] , [23] . Similarly, identity-based and bond-based commitment is important for contributor retention [27] . Co-workers (or peers) are particularly important for project/community participants. For example, developers depend on their co-workers to get their frequently sought information [39] . Community participants acquire the skills and knowledge embodied in the community by interacting with master members (by reading their code and by asking them questions) and by practicing authentic yet small tasks [35] . Specific attention from the community such as personalized messages, leads to more powerful effects than generic ones, in which the newcomer receives a standardized message such as a welcome-to-theproject template [27] .
This literature highlights the influence of environment on participants, inspiring us to measure the interactions between participant and environment derived from ITS data to predict long tenure in Section 4.2.2. The relationships among concepts, dimensions, and measures are shown in Fig. 2 .
ITS-Derived Predictors
ITS records the activities of contributors, such as reporting and commenting, and may contain traces of behavior that indicate if a new participant will continue to contribute for a long time. We, therefore, derive measures from ITS that have the potential to discriminate between the LTCs and non-LTCs. As noted above, we separate our measures into two dimensions: the extent to which the individuals get involved in helping the project and the interaction between the individuals and their environment, as shown in Table 3 .
The Extent of Involvement
We measure the extent of participation in three ways. First we consider the number of tasks, e.g., the number of comments a participant makes. These comments might help interpret a confusing report, suggest a possible solution, or explain the benefits of a proposed new feature.
The second measure gauges the effort a participant spends on tasks. The measure is an indicator of whether or not the participant gets her first reported issue to be fixed. The more time and effort a contributor spends searching in Bugzilla for issues similar to the encountered issue, the more likely she is to find exactly the same or a similar issue. It is less likely, therefore, that the issue will end up as DUPLICATE (i.e., not fixed). The same argument applies for issues with resolution INCOMPLETEtimely responses with requested information necessary for developers to reproduce the issue, would make it more likely that the issue will be fixed. In other words, if a person provides sufficient effort, the issues she reports have more chances to be fixed and, thus, improve the quality of the product. Consequently, whether or not the first reported issue gets fixed is likely to indicate the effort provided by the contributor.
The third measure indicates the differences in the effort it takes to start participation (a barrier to entry) by considering the types of tasks. In particular, starting participation from a comment for an existing issue instead of reporting a new issue implies that either the new participant is intentionally trying to help, or, alternatively, they are carefully following the instruction on how to report an issue and have searched for and have discovered an existing issue adding a comment to it instead of simply reporting the problem as a new issue. In contrast, reporting an issue through a crash-reporting tool such as Bug-Buddy is extremely easy and, therefore, does not prove that a participant spent a lot of effort to get involved. A crash of an application that uses Gnome libraries initiates BugBuddy interface inviting the user to submit the stack trace. PeerPerf Logarithm of the minimum productivity (issues/month) of the peers ln min p2PeersðiÞ nmr p þ 1 LckAttn The longest duration between the i's action until the response is less than 1 hour A user simply needs to click "Submit" button to generate an issue report. For comparison, the regular way of reporting an issue involves applying for an account for Gnome Bugzilla, creating a new issue report, and filling in the template that includes steps needed to reproduce the bug. In Gnome, less than 1 percent of the contributors, who had their first issue reported via Bug-Buddy, eventually became LTCs, while more than 4 percent of the contributors who started with a regular Bugzilla report became LTCs.
Interactions between Contributors and Environment
We identified two types of environment a participant encounters in a project. Macro-climate is the overall project environment that is the same for everybody in the project. We attempt to measure several elements of macro-climate: product's popularity, project's task density, and project's relative sociality. The market value of a no-cost product is embodied in its usage. The number of users (nUsr), therefore, should be related to the product's market value (reflect the monetization opportunities) and that, in turn, will affect the funding (tools, equipment, materials, supplies, and pay) for the project and the degree of interest people are likely to devote to it. Consequently, it will likely affect the contributors' stay with the project. We chose to measure project's popularity via the size of its user population obtained from various sources available online. In particular, Firefox is the primary product in Mozilla and we use its user base as a proxy for Mozilla project user base. We obtained user population by multiplying the estimate of the market share of Firefox 10 by the estimate of the number of Internet users. 11 We were able to obtain Internet user estimates starting from December, 2000. Similarly, we did the following to approximate the historic numbers of Gnome users. First, we obtained the estimates of the fraction of Linux users. 12 Then, we used surveys of desktop choices for the period between 2003 and 2008. 13 For the period from 2009 to 2011 we approximated Gnome users by the fraction of Ubuntu users.
14 Eventually we multiplied the market share of Ubuntu/Gnome by the estimates of Internet users to approximate Gnome user numbers.
Project task density describes how much work is done in the project, and we measure it by the number of active MRs each month (numMR). This aspect of macro-climate indicates whether the project is active and whether the participants have high workloads. Project sociality represents project's social climate and we could measure it by the participation density, i.e., the number of participants each month (newJoiner), or project's relative sociality. RS is the geometric average over all project's participants of the following ratio: the number of individual's workflow peers over the number of MRs that an individual has participated in (during that month). It measures the number of other individuals one has to encounter when resolving an average task. In a macro-environment with a low RS tasks tend to be resolved by a single individual, while the environment with a high RS indicates that tasks tend to involve interactions among many individuals.
We obtain a participant's workflow peers based on the project workflow graph described in Section 3.1.2. More specifically, for all the MRs, we obtain the chronological sequence of tuples containing: date and time, MR ID, contributor ID, action, and value. We then create a link between every pair of contributors immediately adjacent in this sequence. The assumption is that such transfer of MR ownership indicates a likely communication between these contributors. While the verbal communication may rarely accompany such a hand-off in FLOSS projects, it still represents an artifact-mediated communication as illustrated by, for example, [9] , [10] . In summary, we consider that contributor Alice encounters contributor Bob if a hand-off is transferred from Bob to Alice. We do not consider the communication to have occurred in the opposite direction because Bob may be, in some cases, not even aware of Alice's existance.
Micro-climate represents the environment of each individual and it, therefore, varies among the participants. In particular, the unique set of people a participant encounters in her workflow network and the interactions with them is a defining feature of micro-climate. In other words, the actions or performance of her workflow peers and her relationship with them constitute the unique micro-climate of the contributor. We chose the initial size of a participant's workflow group, their productivity, their social clustering, and the attention they provide to her as measures of the micro-climate.
The size of a person's workflow peer group, i.e., the number of peers in her workflow network, is primarily determined by her own actions. The more issues she is involved in, the more likely she will encounter additional peers. But the actual act of contribution is associated with the person's accumulated ability and willingness to contribute. At the same time, her peers constitute her social working conditions [21] , [27] , [35] , [39] . We assume that if a person has more peers, she is more likely to attach to the project and, therefore, she is more likely to become an LTC. On the other hand, the performance of her peers is likely to affect her performance, for example, Mockus [40] found that more productive mentors lead to more productive followers.
We consider the social clustering to be the amount of replication among the workflow networks of peers. For example, contributor Alice has two peers, Dragon and Tiger, and Dragon meets Lion and Bear, while Tiger meets Lion and Deer as shown in Fig. 3 . The sum of Alice's two peers' network sizes is 3 þ 3 ¼ 6, but the size of the joint network is 4 (because Lion and Alice are repeated twice), therefore her social clustering is 6À4 4 (see Table 3 for the formal definition). The underlying assumption is that if a person's peers have more in common (share more colleagues), it is more likely that they would have similar project experiences and would share similar values. The new participant, hence, is less likely to get confused by a variety of behaviors and value systems she observes. Furthermore, more clustered peer group is more likely to understand and trust each other, and that, in turn, might create a better environment 10 for a newcomer to learn and to become more effective. It might also increase her work satisfaction and the willingness to stay [22] , [23] , [27] . Humans need attention from other people, and FLOSS contributors are no exception, notwithstanding common stereotypes. Perhaps, the more attention a newcomer could obtain from the existing project members, the more likely that she would stay with the project. The duration of time between the newcomer's first action until somebody responds may reflect the amount of attention. The response delay that is too long or too short may not be perceived as a signal of attention. A long response delay may mean that others either are too busy to respond or feel that the issue is not significant enough to warrant attention. An immediate response may imply that the responder did not take the issue seriously or did not inspect it carefully but just replied with a canned template to save time, e.g., "Thanks for taking the time to report this bug. This bug report isn't very useful because it doesn't describe the bug well." In these circumstances the reporter might feel under-appreciated and stop contributing.
MODELING AND PREDICTING LTCS
In this section we model if the variation in the extent of involvement and environment at the time contributors join is related to who will (and will not) become an LTC. Specifically, we try to answer the following research question:
RQ2. Does the extent of involvement and environment predict whether a new contributor will stay for a long time? We also investigate methodological questions related to the reproducibility of ITS-derived results. The properties of nonreproducible phenomena cannot provide a basis for theories in software engineering [41] . We therefore used a recent Mozilla-provided Bugzilla database dump to answer RQ3:
Can we reproduce the measures constructed in the earlier study based on newly retrieved data? Were the predictions published earlier accurate? Was there a "publication bias" [42] , i.e., did the significance of the coefficients decrease with the additional observations? We fit a logistic regression model of the probability that a newcomer will become an LTC in Section 5.1, and predict which participants will become LTCs in Section 5.2. We check for "publication bias" in Section 5.3.
Modeling the Chances of an Individual
Becoming an LTC 5.
Operationalizing Model
We investigate the influence of the extent of involvement and environment on the chances of an individual's success in the project by fitting a logistic regression model specified in Equation (1) . The response is the indicator of a new participant becoming an LTC (the proxy for success) and the predictors include measures of the extent of her involvement and measures of her macro-and micro-climate as described in Section 4 (Not all factors are included in the model because of the correlations, e.g., project task density is highly correlated with RS).
The model is fitted based on the observations derived from Mozilla 2011 extract and Gnome 2011 extract. Each observation represents one project participant, with the predictors calculated over her first month from joining shown in Table 3 . We considered a variety of intervals from one week to six months. Intervals shorter than one month do not provide a good model fit or prediction, while longer intervals did not improve prediction or fit substantially. There are 125,665 observations in Gnome and 130,471 observations in Mozilla.
The predictors that require more explanation are discussed below.
We operationalized the size of peer group (nPeer) in two ways. The first approach counts the number of other participants encountered during the first month. Second approach considers the number of participants encountered by her peers. Both measures have a similar association with the response, but we present the second measure because it explains more variance in the response and has lower correlations with other predictors in both projects.
To represent the effort a contributor provides to the community we used GotFix, an indicator of having at least one of the reports to be fixed.
Barrier to entry BtE depends on the project. We used FNotRep (the first participation is not an issue report) for Mozilla and withBB (the first participation is using BugBuddy) for Gnome, because withBB explains more deviance than FNotRep in Gnome. Since Mozilla did not have an equivalent tool that required minimal effort to report an issue we used FNotRep as a proxy of the high level of involvement.
PeerPerf, is the lowest performance over all peers and measured by the number of MRs modified by the peer during that month.
We used LckAttn to represent an extreme situation of a too-rapid response (within one hour). We have tried a variety of operationalizations of this measure. For example, we also considered a too-slow response (more than 24 hours), but we chose to report the too-rapid response because it has a similar impact in both projects.
Predictor prj is a sub-project indicator of the ecosystem the participant starts with, e.g., Evolution in Gnome, Firefox in Mozilla. It explains 1-2 percent of the total deviance and was added to account for the variation among sub-project environments. Note that we tried to include a control for time to adjust for the possibility that the conversion rate may vary over time. However, it was highly correlated with the measures of environment (nUsr), therefore we could only employ one of the predictors. Project popularity (nUsr) increased over time, and, therefore, it can be interpreted both as project popularity or as a proxy of calendar time. The modeling results obtained by replacing nUsr by calendar time are similar.
(1) Tables 5 and 7 show the deviance explained for Mozilla and Gnome, 15 19 percent of the deviance is explained in Mozilla model and 23 percent in Gnome. Tables 4 and 6 contain fitted values. The second column has the estimated coefficients, and the third standard errors. All predictors are significant (at <0:005 level), except for RS and LckAttn in Mozilla (p-values of 0:02 and 0:009), which are not significant. We follow Johnson's [43] recommendation to use pvalue of 0:005 for statistical evidence instead of the commonly used value of 0:05, because using the latter value often leads to unreproducible results. When reproducing Mozilla results with more data (see Section 5.3) we, indeed, have found that the p-value for RS was no longer significant even at a 0:05 level. However, the p-value for LckAttn decreased to 5e À 6. In the discussion below we do not consider that we have evidence for RS to be explaining the response for Mozilla, but we consider that we have evidence (based on replication) that LckAttn is explaining the response for Mozilla.
Modeling Results
The fourth to sixth columns show practical importance of the predictor in determining the LTC probability through effect sizes. In logistic regression effect sizes for continuous predictors (nUsr, RS, pShared, and PeerPerf) are represented by odds ratio of the estimate for the predictor (column labeled x) over the estimate plus the standard deviation (column labeled x alt ). To measure the effect size for discrete predictors with few distinct values (nPeer and nCmt) we chose to use median and 75th or 90th percentiles to make the interpretation of the effect size more meaningful. For the boolean predictors such as GotFix, withBB, FNotRep, and LckAttn the effect size is the odds ratio for the most frequent and the less frequent values. To illustrate effect sizes, let's consider two hypothetical Mozilla contributors: Alice with one comment during her first month and Bob with four comments (90th percentile of nCmt is lnð4 þ 1Þ or four comments). The odds for Bob to become an LTC are 112 percent higher than odds for Alice if their remaining predictors have values specified in the forth column of Table 4 .
The models show that a contributor's extent of involvement and interaction with environment affect her odds to become an LTC. Specifically, starting from comments instead of reports, reporting via Bugzilla instead of BugBuddy, or reporting an issue that gets fixed double the odds of becoming an LTC. The micro-climate environment with low attention in the form of a too rapid response reduces the odds by 28 percent in Mozilla and by 39 percent in Gnome. Increase of the productivity of the slowest peer from 14 to 317 MRs/month in Gnome and from 14 to 248 MRs/month in Mozilla would increase the odds by 95 and 20 percent correspondingly. Increasing the social clustering by 0:11 in Gnome and by 0:2 in Mozilla leads to 22:15 and 48 percent increase in the odds. The macro-climate environment of higher product popularity is associated with lower odds to become an an LTC-increasing the number of users 
Project's RS is associated with lower odds of becoming an LTC in Gnome (0:326 of RS increase leads to 27 percent decrease in the odds). Having the size of the peer group increase from the median to the third quartile is associated with a small decrease in the odds (6 percent) in Gnome and an increase (14 percent) in Mozilla. In summary:
Observation 1. The probability of a newcomer becoming an LTC is associated with her extent of involvement and environment. Her pro-community attitude manifested in her choice to start with a comment instead of a new bug report or in her use of Bugzilla instead of a crash reporter, and the amount of effort she provides to the community, are associated with the most dramatic increases. On the contrary, her macro-climate with high project popularity, and her micro-climate with low attention, reduce her odds. Meanwhile, the attributes of her peer group, in particular, its social clustering and productivity significantly influence her opportunity to become an LTC.
Predicting Who Will Become an LTC
To evaluate if it is possible to use the results in practice, i.e., to tell who will stay in the project based on the data collected during their first month of participation, we predict LTCs among participants joining Mozilla from January of 1998 until December of 2007, i.e., the participants used to fit the model. The results are shown in Table 8 . Among the participants whose predicted LTC probability is above 99th percentile, 22:15 percent became LTCs (precision), and 24:6 percent of all LTCs were in the 99th percentile group (recall). Given the extremely small probability of becoming an LTC, the precision and recall are quite high. A predictor that randomly selects one percent of newcomers would have the precision of 0:9 percent or 25 times lower and a recall of 1 percent or 25 times lower. The random predictor represents an equal likelihood for every newcomer to become an LTC. A better comparison would be with the rules of thumb by which the project members may be assessing the newcomers, but we are not aware of such rules of thumb. Based on the model, a hypothetical rule of thumb may be to identify newcomers contributing many comments as potential LTCs, because comments are easily observed and the model shows a very large effect size for this predictor. Predictor using 10 or more comments in first month has the precision of 13:7 percent and a recall of 26:2 percent for Mozilla. It is only half as good as the model predictor, but it has 13 times higher precision than a random predictor. In general, there is an inverse relationship between precision and recall, where it is possible to increase one at the cost of reducing the other. For a logistic regression model we simply need to change the predicted probability limit above which we classify the participant as an LTC. In particular, the above precision and recall are based on the limit of 0:08712. If we lower the limit to 0:04959, the precision decreases to 14:98 percent and the recall increases to 33:28 percent.
Prediction of Gnome newcomers for the period from January of 1999 until December of 2007 resulted in precision of 38:49 percent and recall of 10:56 percent using probability limit 0:345 (above 99th percentile), as shown in Table 8 . A predictor that randomly selects one percent of newcomers would have the precision of 3:6 percent or 10 times lower and a recall of 1 percent or 11 times lower.
Checking for Publication Bias
Almost invariably, published significant relationships tend to become less significant or disappear once more data are collected [42] . We therefore, collected more data to validate the observed Mozilla relationships reported in Table 4 (we are still unable to obtain additional Gnome data).
We have done two types of validation. First, we retrieved an additional Mozilla extract (Mozilla 2012 in Table 2) Table 2 ).
Prediction
Using predicted probability limit of 0:05108 obtained by selecting the top 1 percent (254) of these new participants the precision was 19.52 percent and the recall was 37.4 percent, as shown in Table 8 . A prediction with the same recall (24:6 %) as in the original data, has an even higher precision-46:38 percent. The prediction performance on the new dataset is not worse than on the original dataset used to fit the model, suggesting that the original model was not overfit. For comparison, a predictor that randomly selects one percent of newcomers would have the precision of 0.516 percent or 38 times lower and a recall of 1 percent or 37 times lower. [43] . In the course of reproducing earlier results we also discovered the differences among the extracts and the effect they had on the model. First, the Mozilla 2013 extract differs from the extracts we retrieved from webpages in several ways. In particular, we have individual IDs used by MySQL database backend for Bugzilla, eliminating issues with consistency of web-based retrieval where the same ID may map to different email/name (when the name/email changes in the course of retrieval). However, the dump was sanitized because of legal, human resources, privacy or security concerns. For example, the following data were removed: all non-public products and all data associated with them, all data (bugs) in security groups, all insider group comments and attachments, all security groups, and all sensitive user account data. There were about 50,950 issues missing. In general, these data are not open to public, so they would not be in the web extracts either (unless they were not considered to be sensitive at the time of the web extract).
Reproducing the Model
Second, Bugzilla does not track past states for all attributes. As we discovered, QA contact is removed from the status page if that individual leaves the project. As a consequence, only 264,295 issues of the 774,810 issues in the Mozilla 2013 extract have a QA contact. However, 592,933 issues from 620,511 issues in the Mozilla 2011 extract have a QA contact. This suggests that to ensure reproducibility, one either needs to keep track of attributes that are not tracked in Bugzilla, add such tracking to Bugzilla, or base the measures only on attributes for which past values can be reproduced. Sometimes it is not clear in advance what aspects of the data may change, therefore having multiple snapshots of the data is also advisable.
We have used QA contact as the last person in the work chain of a single issue, so it did affect our work network measures. However, our model appears to be not very sensitive to the QA contact attribute.
VALIDATION
All actions of participants are captured in great detail in the ITS. However, data quality is a critical concern when analyzing ITS artifacts [44] . In this section we design a semistructured survey to validate the critical pillar of this study: that the ITS artifacts capture what actually happened to contributors and that we interpret the artifacts correctly.
The primary goal of the survey is to validate completeness and accuracy of the events recorded in the ITS. In particular, that the contributors are correctly identified, that they were the ones creating the artifacts, that the selected artifacts correctly represent their first and last activities, and that the ITS is the channel for them to start contribution in the project. Once these facts are established, the analytic construction (i.e., the measures and the model) are based on facts.
The secondary goal of the survey is to elicit respondent opinions about some of the measures and the observed relationships among the measures (the model). On one hand, we seek additional support for the higher-level interpretation of the analytically derived measures. On the other hand, we attempt to check for large discrepancies between the analytic construction based on facts (i.e., the measures and the model) and the opinions expressed by participants. Respondents may provide evidence for mechanisms or point out latent variables overlooked in the model. Discrepancies may also reveal interesting areas for further research.
We design the survey in Section 6.1. We validate the ITS events in Section 6.2, and verify if the participation measures and modeling results agree with the participants' perceptions in Section 6.3.
Conducting Survey
We conducted two rounds of survey. In the first round we tailored emails for 40 respondents and got a basic understanding of why and how people participate in FLOSS projects. In the second round we sampled 240 respondents and used the understanding from the first round to conduct the survey.
Survey Principles
We followed the principles provided in [45] to design the survey, and made a trade-off between the need to obtain more responses (because of the low response rate in recent online surveys [45] ), and having meaningful information in each response. Web-based survey is the most convenient form for respondents to answer, but most of the survey tools do not allow tailoring questions with individual's background, in particular, with the concrete activities they were engaged in during the first month with the project. Respondents typically have difficulty remembering what they did and how they felt long time ago [46] . It is, therefore, important to ask questions about the artifacts of the respondent's own work from that period to generate specific retrieval cues and context to trigger recall. Our main purpose is to validate the interpretation of the detailed artifacts presented to subjects, thus the issues with recall of past events are of lesser concern. Consequently, we sent emails to respondents containing questions targeting her specific activities.
During the survey, we didn't offer incentives to encourage respondents to answer the questions, and didn't use any reminder in the first round survey. However, we sent reminders up to four times with an interval of five days each in the second round survey to increase the response rate.
Designing Questions
In the first round survey (questions in Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material) we attempt to understand such factors as the motivation people had for joining the project and the starting channel for contribution. The responses also indicated the necessity to tailor questions to individual respondents, e.g., ". . . a lot of [e]mails from researchers . . . but nobody ever took the time to write individual [e]mails. . .".
In the subsequent round of survey (questions in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material), we presented even more extensive artifacts of respondent's past activities. This was done to reduce the need to rely on respondents' (often fallible) memories and to stimulate their interest to respond. We separated the survey into two parts to achieve ease of response and customization. In one part we designed questions that present artifacts and ask specific questions about respondent's work. The second part includes general questions that applied to all participants. For example, to validate our understanding of common practices, we asked if the respondent believes that newcomers usually start contributing via discussion group, Bugzilla, or code. We also asked questions to validate if the LTC predictors in the model match her perceptions of what helps to retain contributors.
Most of our survey questions were close-ended with a few optional open-ended questions for collecting participants' "insights" and "experiences".
Before publishing the survey and making it publicly available, we asked four external people-one senior PhD student and three experienced developers-to review the survey in order to make sure that all questions were appropriate and easily comprehended. The responses helped us to refine the questions by eliminating questions that respondents had difficulty answering.
Sampling Participants
We employed stratified approach to sample contributors [34] . In the first-round survey, we randomly sampled 10 LTCs and 10 non-LTCs from each project (using sample function of R [47] ).
In the second round, we stratified LTC and non-LTC groups using three factors that explained a substantial amount of prediction variance: GotFix (representing the extent of involvement), nUsr (representing macro-climate), and LckAttn (representing micro-climate). GotFix and LckAttn are boolean parameters, and we sampled nUsr from the top 20 percent and from the bottom 20 percent. Our objective was to get 10 responses from LTCs and 10 responses from non-LTCs from each project. The firstround survey shows that the response rate and the proportion of delivered emails was much higher for LTCs. Based on that estimate, we sampled five participants from each LTC group and ten from each non-LTC group. Our sample had 120 logins from each project: 40 LTCs and 80 non-LTCs.
There is no overlap between the first round respondents and the second round respondents.
Finally, we picked four senior project participants (two from each project) and asked them to comment on our understanding of their project practices and on our findings about newcomers' activities and their retention. We also included general survey questions.
Response Rate
Out of 40 emails we sent in the first round, eight were not delivered, and seven responded, giving us the response rate of 22 percent. Out of 240 emails we sent in the second round, 71 could not be delivered, and 29 responses were usable for our analysis (the response rate of 17 percent).
There is one response that we considered unusable and dropped from the analysis, the respondent responded to our email and claimed he wouldn't answer the questions because, "Given that you call GNOME an OSS project, i don't think I want to participate. GNOME is a free software project." All four senior participants responded. In the later analysis, we refer to them as Respondent 1 through 33.
Validating ITS Events
Validating completeness and accuracy of the events recorded in the ITS is the primary purpose of the survey because it ensures that individuals are accurately identified, that they were the ones creating the artifacts, that the selected artifacts correctly represent their first and last activities, and that the ITS is a channel to start contribution in the project.
The respondents agreed with the basic facts about themselves that we retrieved from ITS data and used in our models. Many started their contribution from ITS and became LTCs later (some may also become long term code contributors), providing evidence that ITS is an important channel to recruit valuable contributors in FLOSS projects. Only one respondent disagreed with the definition of LTC.
In particular, 24 out of 29 (83 percent) respondents (the other four respondents were senior members whom we did not ask about their own activities in the first month) agreed that our artifacts documenting their first and last activities in Mozilla or Gnome were consistent with the facts. Three of the remaining five noted that they were not able to confirm or deny, because, e.g., "this bug was submitted over ten years ago and I do not recall any specifics about my experience". Two disagreed with our artifacts about their first activity in the project, in particular, one respondent noted: "I believe my first interaction with the community was through a newsgroup", while the other noted "I was the initial developer of xxx long before that" (xxx is the name of a Mozilla sub-project).
All but one of the respondents didn't object to being referred to as LTC or non-LTC. The only reservation was: "I'm in no way a "long term contributor"". She has been working for a company that provides professional Embedded Linux services for industrial customers, and helped with ten bugs over three years (from Aug 2007 to Aug 2010). Three bugs per year may not appear productive, but she is among the top 90 percent contributors (measured by number of bugs she modified a year) who stayed for at least three years in Gnome.
In this study we only considered contributors joining Bugzilla, thus we may have missed contributors who started by making code commits or by participating in a project-related forum. Even though 83 percent of our respondents confirmed that they have started by contributing to Bugzilla, their opinions varied about which channel a typical newcomer would use. Table 10 shows that, 12 respondents believed newcomers usually start from mailing lists and forums, 3 chose Bugzilla, 7 chose both, and nobody chose code commits. Surprisingly, among people who chose mailing lists and forums, two claimed that their personal preferences are different, in particular, one said, "I personally dislike forums, because most feedback is of very low quality, so I usually start with a bugtracker to have some idea of how responsive the team or community is" (Respondent 2); the other said "(it) Depends on what technical background they have", "Many people start contributing using chat/forums. Other start coding right away etc. Bugzilla is for the tech wizards" (Respondent 15).
The seven respondents who selected either "Don't know" or "Other" for the contributor starting channel appear to have a different definition of "what counts as a contribution" and feel that "the type of contributor" matters. For example, Respondent 7 said: "Depends on the contribution area, only coders would start in Bugzilla, the majority probably start in option C (i.e., mailing lists and forums)"; Respondent 8 claimed: "I don't really know, depends on the type of contributor and respective reasons to contribute". In other words, the starting channel may depend on the type of the contributor. In fact, six respondents (among 29) mentioned that the variation among contributors may lead to different types of involvement. In particular, individuals with technical background, or simply, "coders" are believed to get involved through ITS, because "It's the public facing way to get involved. Bug reports are easy to submit and verify and are objective" (Respondent 4).
To conclude, the responses provide evidence that the ITS data used in this study captured the contributors' initial involvement in the project. Moreover, the contributors starting from ITS tend to have a more technical background (83 percent respondents started from ITS, 34 percent respondents believed newcomers may start from ITS, and 21 percent respondents believed coders are more likely to start from ITS), suggesting they may be more likely to become valuable code contributors than participants starting from, e.g., forums. Note that 25 out of 29 (86 percent) respondents told they were volunteers when they started contribution.
Feedback from Participants
With the assurance of basic facts as described in last section, the measures and the model that we constructed are established as reflection of facts. How is that perceived by respondents may provide evidences for our results and inspire future research.
Categories of Predictors
The answers to the questions in the first round contained significant amount of information regarding motivation of participants, reasons they started/stopped contributing, and the role of their environment. We tap this rich source of information to interpret our measures of involvement and environment. In particular, we developed a schema to categorize the sentences in the responses with respect to tasks and issue fixes to interpret these two measures of involvement and with respect to peers to interpret micro-climate. Two authors created category definitions together (shown in Table 11 ) and followed them to assign sentences to categories independently. Cross-rater agreement had Cohens Kappa above 73 percent, indicating good agreement.
Agreement from Respondents
Analysis of the survey and interview responses provides some support that model predictors are meaningful and that they discriminate LTCs from non-LTCs.
First, the categorization of the open-ended responses suggests that task-, issue fix-, and interaction with peers- related topics were noted by contributors. We tagged 98 sentences and for each of the three categories selected several quotes shown in Table 12 . Of them, 25 sentences related to issue fix, 20 to peers, 24 to tasks.
In particular, quotes from TASK category suggest that participants are aware of the type of tasks they are capable of (and like) doing and the value they provide, and this may have helped them to engage with the project.
The amount of effort spent on getting reports fixed (category ISSUEFIX) appears to be a good indicator of the extent of involvement. The two quotes presented in Table 12 articulate reasons that make it difficult to fix a bug. In addition, the quotes suggest challenges attracting developer attention "[I had to] annoy developers constantly." A leading contributor confronted with this comment admitted the likelihood of such situation.
Meanwhile, the interaction with the peers was often quoted (20 percent of the sentences). For example, Table 12 suggests that learning from productive peers and attachment to co-workers are two concrete manifestations of micro-climate.
Second, the responses to close-ended questions helped to quantify the respondents perception on how the individuals' initial activities and interactions affect the chances to stay with the project.
As described in Section 6.1, we shortened the list of survey questions to make it easier to answer (and, thus, get a higher response rate). We chose five representative measures to solicit respondent agreement with the findings provided by the model. The measures were: GotFix, representing extent of involvement; nUsr and RS, representing macro-climate; and nPeer and LckAtten, representing micro-climate. We used five-point scale with anchors ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" (i.e., the agreement score is from 2 to À2). Table 13 lists the frequency of agreement scores for the four factors, for example, the frequency of À2 is zero for all four factors, suggesting nobody chose "strongly disagree". It also shows that the agreement scores for the factors were significantly greater than zero with a p-value less than 0.002 (t-test), suggesting the respondents' agreement.
To validate LckAtten predictor we presented the respondent with an issue she reported during her first month that had the slowest response time and asked if she perceived that response time to be too fast, normal, too slow, other, or "don't know". Of the 23 respondents who answered this question, 13 chose "normal", five chose "other". The two respondents who chose "Too slow and, thus discouraging" were nonLTCs, while the remaining three chose "don't know".
Some of respondents couldn't remember what happened that long ago. For example, Respondent 3 stated: "I cannot quantify how I "felt" that long ago", therefore he chose "other". Respondents made their choice mostly based on how they perceived the reported delay at the time they answered the question. For example, Respondent 1 explicitly explained her choice (choosing Normal): "I think this reply time would be normal in OSS community". Respondent 23 noted: "First response in 14 hours or 14 days is OK."
Meanwhile, the four senior players believed that response time is associated with the chances that a newcomer will contribute for a long time. Two of them chose "strongly agree", the other two chose "agree". Ironically, we did not get a strong support that response time matters from the individuals confronted with their own issues, but the community leaders felt it to be an important factor.
LIMITATIONS
We discuss some of the limitations related to the ITS data and analytic constructs in Section 7.1, and specific issues encountered while identifying Bugzilla participants in Section 7.2. The internal and external validity are presented in Section 7.3.
Limitations of Bugzilla for Mozilla and Gnome
We start from the consistency and accessibility of the issue tracking data in the Bugzilla of Mozilla and Gnome. Category Answers to Open-ended Questions TASK I participate on documentation and website bugs for Gnucash, as it is the best use of my abilities. And I hope by doing this, some developer will consider fixing my bugs. I just like testing software (in this case nightly/firefox builds) and sometimes come across bugs. Probably most important factor was/is the fact i can download nightly/ hourly builds and can see/interact with the developers/ coders in the Bugzilla. I don't become LTC because I don't have enough time/ knowledge to resolve issues in Mozilla by myself (it is too complex for me).
ISSUE FIX
If you have faced a bug, you need to make some effort to describe it. Then you must check if there is duplicates. Then you create report and wait until response. All time you are waiting you must keep an issue in mind. After initial response there is good possibility that devs (developers) can't or don't want to reproduce the issue and you must know how to diagnostics and how to prove that issue is really exists. Then you wait until issue is fixed usually without any feedback on progress. When issue gets fixed you should confirm this, but you waited for a long time and probably forgot some details. Also where to get fixed binaries? They were released or you must compile them from sources for your platform? If I don't annoy developers constantly with the issue or don't fix it by myself it wont be fixed.
PEERS
I learned a lot from this leading open source project while working with other brilliant contributors. I felt an obligation to help support the project and the people who were associated with it, many of whom were my coworkers at Netscape. First, to retrieve Bugzilla data we obtained all issues from 1 to the largest number, e.g., 645,899 for Mozilla 2011 extract and 639,379 for Gnome 2011 extract. Some issues were either not public or not obtainable, e.g., 121,578 in Gnome 2011 and 25,388 in Mozilla 2011. We compared different snapshots extracted at different times, and verified to make sure that the later snapshots include the issues in the earlier ones. We had no problems obtaining Mozilla data, in fact Mozilla graciously provided the entire dump of the Bugzilla. We encountered a number of problems with Gnome. The policy of Gnome Bugzilla is to prevent the retrieval of large numbers of issues with complete email address of contributors. We, therefore, had to rely on public extracts of Gnome Bugzilla data (i.e., Gnome 2006 extract and Gnome 2008 extract) and, instead of full email address, we had only a login which we had to map to an individual.
Second, the data might not reflect what actually happened, e.g., Gnome Bug 572011 doesn't have an information page or an xml file, but it has an activity history page. Some MRs have some states missing. For example, for Mozilla Bug 235354 the resolution type on the information page was "Status: RESOLVED NOTABUG", but on the history activity page the last resolution was INVALID. To address this limitation we tested how sensitive our analysis results are to these data consistency issues. Nine-hundred ninety five MRs in Gnome and 601 MRs in Mozilla had intermediates states missing, but excluding them didn't have any noticeable impact on the results.
We continue with the sensibleness of the measures we construct: do they reflect the intended concepts? Individuals and their environment are notoriously difficult to measure because of the variability among individuals and the ambiguity of concepts such as the extent of involvement and environment. The issue tracking systems, however, record the details of the activities individuals engage in, thus providing an opportunity to infer the effort they spend to accomplish them. These basic measures then provide a basis to estimate their extent of involvement and their environment.
The subjects and their roles present another limitation to our analysis. We investigated the participants' activities and their interaction with environment when they joined the project. However, some participants may join as developers instead of newcomers, i.e., commit a change to the code repository before leaving a trace in Bugzilla. However, only one person from the 29 survey respondents (1=29 ¼ 3 percent) appears to have been in the development team from the very beginning. This suggests that such occurrences are rare in practice.
Issues with Participant's Identity
Bugzilla records do not provide sufficient information to identify individuals without uncertainty. We, therefore, compared several approximate identifications that are based on email, login, and full name.
Email-, Login-and Name-Based Identification
A single participant may have multiple emails and/or logins, e.g., 10 percent of the full names are associated with at least two different emails in Mozilla 2011 extract. A participant who changes her email after joining the project would be considered as several different participants if email is used as a proxy for a person. On the other hand, a single email or login may be used by multiple participants. For example, it is common for certain roles, such as QA, to share the same email.
The same login may represent different emails, possibly of different participants. For example, emails zhmh@pku. edu.cn and zhmh@avaya.com share the same login zhmh, but they may represent different individuals. Therefore two different non-LTCs with the same login and participating three years apart may be identified as a single LTC. Our survey sample of Gnome demonstrated this issue: 12 LTCs from 40 sampled LTCs were, in fact, two distinct individuals who shared login.
A participant may be identified by the associated name and all emails/logins used for a particular name may be linked to a single person. This approach suffers from some of the issues identified above: the same name may be used by multiple people or the same person may change her name. Furthermore, not every login/email is accompanied by a name, so for some participants only email (or login) is available.
Sensitivity of Results
To test the sensitivity of the model to the choice of method used to identify an individual we first identified and removed administrative logins, such as, "mozilla", "gnome", "Bugzilla*", and "*maint" because we focused on ordinary contributors and because multiple individuals were sharing such logins. We then used the full name of the participant associated with each login/email to identify all multi-name IDs and multi-ID names. To determine if the particular way of identifying an individual affects our modeling results we fit the models on three datasets: the original data (ID being email in Mozilla and login in Gnome), the data excluding administrative IDs, and data using name as the ID (when name was available, otherwise using original non-administrative ID). The results on all three datasets were similar and we reported the results using original data.
Inconsistencies between Bugzilla Extracts
In theory, all the individuals identified in the Mozilla 2011 extract should also be in the Mozilla 2012 extract, because the later extract is an extension of the earlier extract with additional issues reported since 2011 and additional history of the issues modified since 2011. However, 459 emails in 2011 extract were missing from 2012 extract.
This was partly caused by the changes of email attribute associated with individual's key in the Bugzilla's MySQL database. Because our data are based on the issue summary and history web reports, the email (attribute) of the same participant may be different for issue reports generated at different times. We inspected occasions in which the same activities in the two extracts were associated with different emails, e.g., Bug 490556 reporter is associated with brent@aerobrent.com in the 2012 extract and with aerobrent@gmail.com in the 2011 extract, and found 439 out of 459 emails were linked this way. To resolve these inconsistencies we first obtained emails present in the 2011 extract but not present in the 2012 extract; Second, for each missing email, we located the associated activity in the 2011 extract; Third, we located the same activity in the 2012 extract using the issue number, the type of activity, the order of the activity, and the issue attributes that were changed. We used actor's email in the corresponding activity to identify the change of email and associated both emails with the same individual.
We also discovered 17 of missing emails were mentioned in Bug 452498. A further investigation revealed an error (which we fixed) that got introduced either generating or retrieving the issue report. In Mozilla 2011 extract, all the activities related to Bug 452498 had only a login instead of the full email. For example, instead of shaver@mozilla.org there was just shaver. This suggests that the retrieval script had not successfully logged in into Bugzilla before retrieving the issue (Bugzilla reports for unauthenticated users do not include a full email address).
The rest three missing emails were due to the change of email while we were obtaining the 2011 extract. For example, a person changed email while we were retrieving the issues (the single extract took approximately two weeks to complete), so that we get one email for the issues retrieved before the change and another email for the remaining issues. It poses even more problems when comparing or merging two extracts. For example, in the 2011 extract, Jason Duell has jduell@alumni.princeton.edu associated with his activities in one issue report, but has jduell.mcbugs@gmail. com associated with the remaining activities in other reports. To confirm that it was the database change, we verified in the 2012 extract that jduell@alumni.princeton.edu was replaced by jduell.mcbugs@gmail.com.
Internal and External Validity
From the internal validity perspective we checked the assumptions for the logistic regression. We also logtransformed the predictors to make the model coefficients more interpretable and to reduce the influence of the potential outliers. While only 19 percentð23 percentÞ of the deviance is explained by the model, this is, in fact, an excellent fit given that only 0:9 percentð3:6 percentÞ of the participants become LTCs in Mozilla (Gnome). Typically, the more imbalanced the response is in the logistic regression, the lower the fraction of deviance can be explained by the model.
The model can also be evaluated by how well it predicts LTCs. The top 1 percent (by predicted probability) of 25, 406 Mozilla participants in the validation set, 19.52 percent were LTCs (precision) and 37.4 percent of all LTCs were in that top 1 percent (recall). For comparison, a predictor randomly selecting 1 percent of the participants has precision of 0.516 percent or 38 times lower, and recall of 1 percent or 37 times lower.
The way Mozilla and Gnome are operating is not unusual for a FLOSS project, thus not a threat to external validity. The models for both projects are quite similar, thus there are no reasons to expect that other projects would differ. However, both are large projects and both represent user interface domain. We, therefore, may not generalize to other domains (e.g., server), and smaller projects.
It's important to stress that our findings show association between the response and predictors, but that association may not be causal. In particular, there may be some aspects of individual character or of the environment that we did not measure, but that cause both the response and the predictors to behave in the observed pattern.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we address the following question: what impacts the chances that an ITS participant will become an LTC? Is that probability related to participant's character, project's climate, or the interaction between the participant and her environment? We proposed several measures of ITS participant behavior using issue workflow and modeled how the variations in their behavior are associated with the probability of the participant becoming an LTC.
We found the probability of a newcomer becoming an LTC to be associated with person's extent of involvement and interactions with her environment. Most importantly, measures of her pro-community attitude represented by starting contributions with activity other than reporting an issue and by reporting an issue via Bugzilla instead of a crash-reporter, double her odds of becoming an LTC. The ability to have at least one issue reported during her first month to be fixed, also doubles her odds. The micro-climate of low attention represented by a too-rapid response to issue reports, and macro-climate of high project popularity reduce her odds. Individual's peer network size had opposite effects in the two projects and project's relative sociality was significant only in Gnome. This may reflect some inherent differences between practices of Mozilla and Gnome that need further study.
From the methodological perspective we discovered that to ensure reproducibility of the results it is essential to base measures on attributes that can be reconstructed either via internal change tracking of ITS or by retrieving several snapshots of ITS data. Based on the results of replicating our analysis, we also found support for more stringent limits for statistical significance proposed by Johnson [43] .
In summary, the main contributions of this study include:
The ITS-based measures of participants' initial behavior (extent of involvement and interaction with environment); A model relating the extent of involvement and macro-and micro-climate to the odds of becoming an LTC; A practical method to predict who will become an LTC based on the initial actions and environment of a participant. The findings may help individual participants to interpret their experiences in the project, understand project needs, and find the best ways to contribute. It may also help FLOSS communities to adopt better strategies to attract and retain newcomers and help project members understand the likely return on their investment in supporting newcomers. For example, GotFix was found to double the chance of a participant becoming an LTC. The community, therefore, may consider devoting their limited time and effort to these potential future LTCs. Ironically, it is during the times when projects are most popular and streams of new participants are overwhelming the mentors, the community needs to put extra effort to retain newcomers.
We communicated with the leading players in Mozilla and Gnome communities both to obtain feedback and to act on our findings. 16 This resulted in Mozilla providing bugzilla data for researchers. 17 In the words of the head of Mozilla's community building team: "I think the ways that people originally got involved with the project haven't scaled well as we've gotten bigger. The original organic and informal processes worked when we were small, but the barrier to entry has gotten too high as we've grown so much bigger." Therefore, "I believe that we've needed to replace the old model with a new model that includes providing explicit pathways that people can follow and by helping make connections between new contributors and existing community members who can act as mentors."
